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The goal of this project was to demonstrate vertical stabilization and develop a 
better understanding of the bicycle system using only steering control. In pursuit of this 
goal an attempt was made at replacing the human rider by a microprocessor, sensors and 
steering motor. Using the data received from the sensors the microprocessor calculates 
the appropriate signal to send to the steering motor. Because of space and testing 
constraints, the bicycle is tested on a motor driven roller system in an indoor laboratory. 
Together these components shown in Figure 1.1 function as a test platform which allows 
direct testing and demonstration of dynamic bicycle models. Figure 1.1 graphically 
depicts the Bicycle Platform. 





Bicycle Test Platform 
Figure 1.1 
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The microprocessor, although only one piece of the total bicycle system, has the 
complex task of replacing the experiential knowledge of the human rider. Numerous 
artificial intelligence methods ranging from expert systems to fuzzy logic could be 
employed to address the controller problem. The controls method of State Variable 
feedback has been chosen however, and artificial intelligence methods will not be 
considered. State variable feedback is generally more demanding from a mathematical 
perspective than artificial intelligence methods. It requires a set of dynamics equations 
governing the dominate physical aspects of the system. This rigor is appropriate in the 
pursuit of a more lucid understanding of the bicycle. The required equations which have 
formed the theoretical basis of this work have been previously developed by Dr. Martin 
Hagan and his Oklahoma State University graduate controls classes. 
Why Stabilize a Bicycle 
A desire for the quantification of the governing dynamic equations and a method 
of determining the actual lean angle of a bicycle was requested by Schwinn Bicycle 
Corp. in the spring of 1987. The object was to examine and quantify the important 
factors affecting the stability of a bicycle through the development of a test platform so 
that improvements in maneuverability and efficiency could be made. Current testing 
procedures rely heavily on qualitative information from expert bicycle riders. While this 
information is invaluable in the development of bicycles, the addition of the governing 
dynamics and important geometrical dimensions in a quantitative manner could further 
assist in the design of new bicycles. 
The Bicycle Test Platform is also valuable as a teaching tool where students may 
develop control systems and can actually see the results in real time. The integrated 
nature of this project allows model development, simulation, direct testing and 
quantification of modeling errors. Further, by direct observation of system response, 
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students are provided checks against modeling mistakes. Finally, this physical extension 
of the mathematical simulation affords the student the opportunity of seeing what a pure 
mathematical simulation cannot provide: direct observation of system performance. 
History of the Project 
The Bicycle Test Platform was started as a senior design project under the 
Oklahoma State University Electrical and Computer Engineering Department in the 
spring of 1987. The first team assigned to this project was largely responsible for 
designing the original hardware set. As with most projects, the bicycle problem seemed 
simple at first, and its similarities to the inverted pendulum problem only further served 
to mask many of the complexities of the problem. As the controls model developed, 
simulations revealed inadequacies in the first hardware implementation. The motor 
could not tolerate the voltages necessary to stabilize the bike and the chosen 
microprocessor did not possess the required computational power. 
Beginning in the spring of 1989, several teams were assigned to correct the 
existing problems. Hence, the hardware was improved; the microprocessor was 
upgraded; software was written, and Dr. Hagan's second graduate controls class 
completed its study of the bicycle model. The assigned teams completing this work had 
only a single semester (three months) to study the problem and then design and 
implement improvements. Each team required a significant amount of start up time to 
learn and to understand the problem only to run short of time and rush through the 
implementation of their improvements. This tended to create a continuity problem for 
the Bicycle Test Platform in that some improvements did not interface well with the 
existing hardware. By the fall of 1990, the Bicycle Test Platform had a number of 
partially working subsystems but still lacked system integration. 
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The primary requirement of the Bicycle Test System in the fall of 1990 was the 
verification and integration of the system. The following work has been in the direction 
of producing a reLiable working test platform. This was accomplished by testing and 
verifying each subsystem of the bicycle, then making necessary corrections and 
adjustments . 
State of the Project 
A brief discussion of the state of the Bicycle Test System as of fall 1990 and the 
verification process used to isolate the major problems will help in understanding the test 
platform. For verification purposes, it is helpful to view this system as having two major 
components . The first component is a theoretical model which can be simulated on a 
workstation. The second component is an experimental system composed of all 
hardware, software and sensors necessary to physically operate a bicycle (referred to as 
the bicycle test platform). Each component may be used to verify the correct operation 
of the other. Verification tests may be performed one subsystem at a time or collections 
of subsystems may be tested so as to isolate any inconsistencies. At the beginning of this 
current work, it was assumed that the theoretical model was correct based on simulations 
and the reasonableness of the results the model provided. Thus, discrepancies between 
the theoretical model and experimental results would generally be assumed to be 
problems in the test platform. This testing procedure and assumption was used to verify 
correct operation of the software implementation of the model on the Bicycle Test 
Platform's microprocessor. Once the Test Platform's model was verified, the next step 
was to verify the remaining hardware, sensors and drive motor. 
Prior to this work control models could be tested on the Test Platform but 
considerable maintenance and repair were required before and after each test. 
Experimental test results from the Test Platform were unreliable because bicycle sensors 
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provided the onboard microprocessor with inconsistent data. Consequently, experimental 
testing of the theoretical model had progressed as far as possible until hardware 
improvements were made. 
As previously acknowledged, the two hardware subsystems of primary concern 
were the motor drive system and the sensors. Improvements of the motor hardware were 
mainly centered around constructing a more reliable power drive system with a faster 
response time. The existing drive hardware functioned, but it exhibited a sluggish 
response and lacked the required durability. The existing design seemed reasonable, so 
modifications were made. Improving the existing design produced a reliable motor drive 
system. 
The second hardware system to be scrutinized was that of the sensors. In this 
case, the emphasis was placed on accuracy because estimates ofun.measured variables 
were calculated from these measurements. Sensor noise needed to be minimized and 
quantified so that appropriate measures could be taken in the estimation of other 
variables. In both cases, once the hardware modifications were completed, step response 
tests were conducted and theoretical model adjustments were made to account for the 
physical changes. 
Once the hardware problems were addressed, the examination process began to 
focus on the theoretical model and bow well it approximated the experimental bicycle. 
The estimation of unmeasured variables from step response tests produced reasonable 
results, yet the response to input noise was largely unknown. New simulations were 
conducted in which measurement noise was varied to study its effect on variable 
estimation. The basic conclusions to these tests were to increase the model1s tolerance to 
measurement noise. Maximum limits of input noise were not specifically determined. 
One notable difficulty alluded to throughout this section is the mechanical 
vibration problem. Slight misalignments in the rollers as well as in the roller drive motor 
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shaft inject a non-random vibration into the Test Platform. Vib.ration is also generated 
by a bouncing motion of the bicycle between the front and back rollers. This motion is 
generally not random and will be referred to as roller bounce. Both of these noise 
sources are problematic not only because of their effect on the sensors but also because 
of the constant pounding the hardware must endure. This problem has been only slightly 
improved by realignment of the motor shaft and the strategic placement of shock 
absorbing foam. Proper choice of sensors helped minimize the noise on the measurement 
signal. In regard to the physical deterioration the onboard microprocessor and associated 
hardware must endure, securely fastened hardware helps to minimize problems but 
occasional repair of broken connectors seemed unavoidable. 
Throughout the testing of the bicycle subsystems, results collected through tests 
of individual subsystems were compared with results generated by simulation of 
appropriate models on Matrixx. Matrixx is a software package used in the development 
of controls models. First, individual measurements were verified, then entire systems 
and combinations of systems were verified. Inconsistencies between "real" and expected 
results were noted and corrective measures were implemented into the affected hardware 
or software. Attempts were made to correct for noise in the model where hardware 
corrections could not be reasonable made. 
Intuitive Explanation 
A condensed explanation of the important forces affecting the stability of the 
bicycle will be qualitatively developed. The bicycle control model is primarily 
concerned with balancing two torques created by gravity and centrifugal force. Figure 
1.2(a) depicts the acting forces from a rear view of the bicycle; Figure 1.2(b) shows the 
same condition from a top-down view. The bicycle is assumed to be leaning and 
traveling around a circle of a constant radius at a constant velocity. 
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A leaning bicycle will fall due to gravity in the absence of a restoring torque. 
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There are two ways to apply the restoring torque, through a rider's redistribution of 
weight (leaning) or through steering. When a rider leans, he shifts his weight to adjust 
the lever arm that the force of gravity acts upon, thereby balancing the torques . In this 
project, however, shifting weight will not be considered. A rider may also generate a 
restoring torque by steering in the direction of fall (the direction of turn as shown in 
Figure 1.2). Figure 1.2 provides an example of balanced torques though steering control 
alone. 
Figure 1.2 illustrates a stable leaning state, but such a stable condition is not 
acceptable on the Test Platform because the bicycle cannot maintain a constant steering 
angle on the rollers . In fact, there are an inflnite number of stable states for the bicycle 
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of which the vertical bicycle is the only sustainable condition acceptable on the Test 
Platform. To correct the leaning condition of Figure 1.2 the bicycle controller must steer 
the bicycle into a tighter turn causing the centrifugal force to increase and pull the 
bicycle upright. As the bicycle begins to correct, the steering angle is relaxed and is 
driven to zero (steering straight ahead) as the bicycle lean approaches vertical. 
~ 6 ... GV8 y:: ,. ,. - -
Motor Bicycle Inclinometer 
Motor Angle 
~---Motor Voltage --- ~ --- Lean data ··--- J Computer 
Bicycle Test System 
Figure 1.3 
With the balancing act between gravity and centrifugal force addressed and the 
one acceptable stable state discussed, an overview of the entire system would be in order. 
The Bicycle Test Platform may be viewed as four subsystems: the motor, the 
microprocessor, sensors and a set of test rollers. Beginning with the inputs to the 
microprocessor, several sensors, including a motor shaft encoder and inclinometer, 
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provide information about the bicycle steering angle and lean error angle respectively. 
These signals are conditioned and collected by the microcomputer mounted on the 
bicycle frame. From these measurements and knowledge of the bicycle model, a 
program executed on the microprocessor reconstructs unmeasured states of the bicycle 
and calculates the proper voltage to send to the motor. The effect of turning the motor is 
fed back to the microprocessor through the shaft encoder and inclinometer. Figure 1.3 
graphically depicts this flow of events. 
The microprocessor essentially has two major tasks, reconstruction of the 
unmeasured states of the bicycle and calculation of the proper motor voltage based on the 
previously determined states. As earlier indicated state variable feedback was chosen as 
the method of control. Implementation of this method requires knowledge of the state 
variables of the bicycle system so that the appropriate motor voltage may be calculated. 
In the case of the bicycle controller, six states have been defined and are itemized 
in Chapter VI. Only the bicycle steering angle and the lean error angle, which is related 
to the lean angle, are measured. The unmeasured states must be reconstructed through 
the use of an estimator. The estimator calculates the 11missing11 state variables by use of 
the system equations and error adjustments. 
The bicycle, when viewed from the front as shown in Figure 1.4, may be 
compared to the classic Inverted Pendulum problem. A usual demonstration of this 
problem involves placing a yardstick on end in the palm of the hand and moving the 
hand so as to balance the yardstick vertically. When it begins to fall, the hand is moved 
in that direction so as to realign the bottom with the top and minimize the toppling effect 
of gravitational force. The Inverted Pendulum shown in Figure 1.4 is a simplified 
version of the problem just described. In this case, the pendulum is hinged and affixed to 
a cart, thus constraining the pendulum to only fall left or right. As before, when the 
pendulum begins to fall to the left, the cart is also moved to the left. The comparison of 
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the bicycle to the inverted pendulum is an over simplification ignoring the complex 
steering geometries of the bicycle•s front wheel. This is a reasonable starting basis for 
the development of a bicycle model from which a more accurate and increasing! y 
complex model may be developed. 
Bicycle Problem 





The Bicycle as An Inverted Pendulum 
Figure 1.4 
There are several important deviations of the bicycle from the inverted pendulum 
including the manner in which the critical measurement of lean angle (8, theta) is made. 
The lean angle of the Inverted Pendulum is not difficult to measure directly due to the 
pendulum being hinged to the cart. A shaft encoder connected to this pivot point will 
enable the direct measurement of lean angle. In the case of the bicycle, the lean angle is 
not measured in the same manner due to the fact that the bicycle•s wheels are free to 
translate across the roller platform. So, an inclinometer, which may be visualized as a 
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simple pendulum, measures an error angle instead of the lean angle. The error angle is a 
function of centrifugal accelerations as well as gravity. Bicycle lean angle must then be 
estimated by the microprocessor given the error angle measurement. 
A second departure from the inverted pendulum involves the manner in which the 
correcting control is applied to the system. The inverted pendulum utilizes a motor to 
directly move the cart left or right. The bicycle utilizes a motor to turn the front wheel 
which indirectly affects the bicycle lean angle. The nature of these restoring forces is 
different; for the inverted pendulum the force is directly applied to the base of the 
pendulum from the cart linkage. For the bicycle the restoring force is the inertia of the 
bicycle being thrown away from the center of the circle the bicycle is traversing. 
Modeling Assumptions 
In the interests of producing a simple practical model that could be reasonably 
implemented, a series of assumptions were made. Previous works, which will be noted 
where appropriate, form the foundation of some of these assumptions. Other 
assumptions, made of necessity by the developers of the theoretical model, were tested 
within the limits of this system. A list of the most basic and important assumptions is 
provided here. Other more subtle or less important assumptions will be presented when 
appropriate. 
1) Simplification of steering wheel geometry 
2) Point mass acting at center of gravity 
3) No gyroscopic effect of wheels 
4) No wheel-roller friction 
5) Small Angles ( for linerized bicycle model ) 
6) Effect of inclinometer mass on bicycle not considered 
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The first two assumptions are geometrical simplifications and were made for modeling 
purposes; however, important bicycle proportions were included so bicycle geometry was 
not ignored. The result of these assumptions is illustrated in Figure 1.5. The third 
assumption was shown to have only negligible effects on bicycle stability. The last three 
assumptions are discussed in Chapter IV. 
Center of mass 
a) The Actual Bicycle 
b) Simplified Steering Geometry 
Point mass 
c) Modeled Bicycle 





In the replacement of the human rider by a computer, steering actuation and 
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control must also be accomplished through other means. The test bicycle achieves this 
by replacing the handlebars with a single DC motor and gear linkage operated by the 
onboard microprocessor. Four relevant areas of the Motor Subsystem are discussed in 
this chapter beginning with overview of the motor and how it is operated. The physical 
motor mount and linkage is explained, followed by a discussion of the power drive and 
Pulse Width Modulation scheme. Motor model development is explained and the chapter 
is concluded with a discussion of the verification process used to test the Motor 
Subsystem. 
1---------··---
Co1nputer Power Drive 






Motor Subsystem Overview 
The Motor Subsystem consists of the four primary components shown in 
Figure 2.1. The bicycle onboard microprocessor shown as "Computer" in Figure 2.1, 
contains the Pulse Width Modulation subroutine needed to operate the power electronics 
module which in turn drives the motor. As the motor rotates, a shaft encoder provides 
information about the shaft position to the microprocessor. The ''Motor Angle Encoder11 
and "Computer11 blocks shown in Figure 2.1 are described in more detail in Chapters III 
and V respective! y. 
Correct operation of the Motor Subsystem is verified through comparison of 
experimental motor tests with Matrixx simulations of the motor model. These tests are 
performed in isolation from other parts of the Bicycle Test Platform, so, possible errors 
in other subsystems will not affect verification of this subsystem. 
Physical Mount and Linkage 
A motor mount and linkage pair were in place on the bicycle at the beginning of 
this work. Problems observed in the correct measurement of motor shaft position lead to 
the discovery of four principal difficulties with the original mount. These problems 
include: 
1) motor rotating within the mount 
2) movement of the mount on the bicycle frame 
3) slippage between sprocket and linkage belt 
4) counter circuit errors . 
The previous motor mount was constructed of wood and clamped around the 
motor and bicycle frame. With use, deterioration of the mount allowed the motor to 
rotate during tests. A similar deterioration problem occurred at the connection point 
between bicycle and the mount. A third slippage problem was detected between the 
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drive sprocket and the linkage belt. Mota; direction changes and worn belts tended to 
intensify this problem. The counter circuit problem is discussed in the "Steering Angle 
Measurement" section of Chapter III but is listed here for completeness. 
Plots of motor position with respect to time were used to detect these problems. 
One of these plots is reproduced in Appendix L. The important areas investigated on 
these plots were the places where the motor reversed directions because this was the 
condition that placed the greatest stress on the Motor Subsystem. While detection of 
errors from these plots was not difficult, specific diagnoses of a problem was very 
challenging. The difficulty in diagnosis was that these errors generally appeared 
intermittently in the collected data. 
The physical connection of the motor to the bicycle was carefully considered 
because of the significant torques developed by the motor. A second area of concern in 
the design of the motor mount and linkage was the vibration created by the bicycle 
bouncing on the roller platform. Any mounting solution needed to address the issues of 
strength and durability. 
The newly designed mount, sketched in Figure 2.2, is a reasonable compromise 
between complexity and durability. Special attention was given to the bracket1S 
connection to the bicycle so that damage to the frame would be minimized. Due to the 
fact that the frame tube can be easily crushed or bent, a round clamp hole was cut into the 
mount bracket. When tightened, the bracket exerts pressure evenly around the tube. The 
motor position on the mount may be adjusted so that slack in the drive linkage may be 
reduced. This mount can be removed and transferred to another similar bicycle. The 
mount bracket design and detailed sizing information are provided in Appendix C. 
A chain and sprocket linkage was chosen with a 6:1 gear ratio to increase the 
torque delivered to the steering shaft and also to improve accuracy of the steering angle 
(shaft encoder is mounted on the motor). The chain is allowed to slip off the steering 
column sprocket after the wheel has rotated 60 degrees, thus limiting damage to the 








A fixed voltage is applied to the motor for a varying amount of time. If this 
switching scheme is carried out sufficiently faster than the motor response, then the time 
average of the switched voltage may be assumed constant. The actual switching is 
accomplished by a transistor bridge attached to the motor mount. Switching of the power 
electronics is controlled by a subroutine running on the microprocessor. Any noticeable 
hammering effect created by switching the motor is largely filtered out when the steering 
wheel and wheel-roller friction load are added to the motor. 
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Pulse Width Modulation 
Motor switching is operated by a Pulse Width Modulation ( PWM) subroutine 
which executes on the Bicycle Test Platform microcomputer. Once a voltage is 
calculated by the estimation and control portion of the software, it must be converted to a 
value that the PWM routine can use. Each one-hundredth of a second a new voltage is 
applied to the motor. These one-hundredth of a second frames are further subdivided 
into twenty equal divisions during which the motor may be on or off. For example, if 
forty volts were applied to the motor, it would be switched on during all of these twenty 
subdivisions. 
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Application of twenty volts to the motor for one frame would require the motor to be on 
for the f1rst ten subdivisions and off for the second ten subdivisions. Figure 2.3 
graphically shows the switching configuration for a calculated motor voltage of 16 volts. 
The effective conversion is two volts per subdivision. Voltages between zero and forty 
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volts may therefore be applied in steps of two volts. The PWM routine is controlled by 
Routine A which is discussed along with general program timing in Chapter V. 
Several major criteria for design of the electronic power driver include 
overvoltage protection and sizing devices to handle the required motor current. In this 
case diode over and undervoltage protection is very important because of the inductive 
properties of the motor. Transistors were chosen as switching devices because of their 
availability and were sized based on twice the motor rated current. Motor hardware 
schematics as well as device sizing details are provided in Appendix B. 
Conformation of the proper operation of the described hardware was carried out 
by analyzing motor position with respect to time plots. These motor position tests as 
previously discussed provided reliable conformation of correct hardware operation. 
Quantitative tests were conducted on the power drive circuitry by recording current 
delivered to the motor for both rotational directions under loaded conditions (loaded 
conditions being the motor driving the steering wheel while on the roller platform). 
Motor current tests verified that the motor received rated current and that the Pulse 
Width Modulation subroutine was functioning correctly. 
Motor Model Development Overview 
The importance of the motor model to this system is twofold. A mathematical 
representation is extremely helpful in system verification especially when the system is 
composed of numerous subsystems. Problems in the Test Bicycle's response may be 
more easily pinpointed by comparison of actual test results to simulation of the model 
one subsystem at a time. Secondly, the model is important in the development and 
implementation of a control system. For the test bicycle, each major subsystem has been 
modeled and then linearized so that linear control laws may be applied. In the interests 
of simplicity and time, assumptions and simplifications have been made and are noted 
when appropriate. Error estimates have been formulated where appropriate. 
The Motor Model 
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The motor model was developed from a basic second order model and from 
empirical data collected from the motor. Position verses time plots as well as velocity 
verses time plots were generated from step response tests. These tests consisted of 
applying a chosen voltage for a period of time and then reading the motor position. 
Velocity data was experimentally generated for the motor through interrupt driven timing 
on the microprocessor and measured position data. These tests were conducted with the 
motor under load turning both clockwise and counterclockwise. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 
show motor position and velocity results respectively for the clockwise motor test at four 
voltages. These results present a reasonable picture of actual motor response due to the 
fact that the actual software and hardware were used. 
One important nonrealistic effect of these tests is that the rollers were not in 
motion at the time of the tests. Effectively the wheel was turned while the bicycle was 
standing still. Due to difficulties in dynamic test repeatability and wear on the hardware, 
this static testing procedure was chosen as the motor test standard. The effect of this 
testing procedure was that actual motor test results will nearly always lag behind the 
simulated motor results. These tests, due to their simplicity and repeatability, are good 
indications of correct hardware operation and modeling reasonability even though 
numeric comparisons showed significant errors. 
The results shown in Figure 2.5 reveal a significantly over damped system. 
These tests were performed under load so that the motor did not reach a steady-state 
velocity during a normal window of operation. These observed damping effects also 
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Figure 2.4 
Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were 
collected directly from the steering counter and were unfiltered. Maximum motor 
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Note: Tbis test was conducted using actual motor drive hardware. Data were collected 
directly from the steering counter with samples .01 seconds apart. Velocity was 
calculated as the difference between positions divided by . 0 1 seconds. 
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Visual inspection of these curves suggest that the nonlinear effects of the motor 
may be ignored for the motor model. Based on this observation, it was assumed that 
performance of the motor would be predicted accurately to the degree required when 
modeled by a second order integrator and a single gain constant. The back emf, armature 
constants and rotor inertia, and effects of pulse width modulation are not specifically 
accounted for in the model. The slope of each of these curves was calculated and 
averaged to produce a single motor acceleration constant noted as K1 in Figure 2.6. This 
figure also includes a limiter block not previously discussed. This block is necessary in 
the simulated system because control voltages greater than rated values can be generated 




















Analysis of the degree of linearity of the curves in Figure 2.5 was not carried out 
but comparison of the simulated model to the observed results was performed. The 
controls software package Matrixx was used to simulate both the position and velocity 
profiles for a range of input voltages. 
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Note: This plot compares actual loaded motor position to simulated motor position at 20 
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Figure 2.8 
Note: This plot compares actual loaded motor velocity to simulated motor velocity at 20 
volts . The Matrixx model assumes the motor to be loaded. 
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The same range of input voltages was applied to the actual hardware. The comparisons 
for an input voltage of20 volts for position and velocity are shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8 
respectively. 
As expected, the actual motor response lags behind the simulated motor. These 
are worst case results considering the load on the actual motor under these tests 
















The important point of these results is that the model follows the actual motor to a close 
enough degree that the model is reasonable and the hardware may be verified as 
functioning correctly. Because an average slope was computed from eight tests 
performed turning in both rotational directions, error will be introduced. For this motor, 
this same test performed by turning counterclockwise will produce percent errors closer 
to 16% because the motor used is less efficient turning to the left. 
Summary 
This chapter examines the significant areas of the Motor Subsystem. The 
discussion begins with an overview of the motor and the important hardware and 
software required to operate it. The physical motor mount hardware is explained 
followed by a discussion of the power electronic drive. The software required to operate 
the power electronics is briefly discussed in the Pulse Width Modulation section. Motor 
model development is reviewed next and is supported by the test results that follow. '<it 
Chapter ill 
Sensor Subsystem 
Overview of Sensors 
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The riderless bicycle must replace the eyes and inner ear of the human with 
electrical or electromechanical sensors. All the input stimuli received by the human rider 
cannot be reasonably measured or accounted for by the robot bicycle; only the important 
variables need be measured. In the case of this test system, which assumes a constant 
forward velocity, two measurements are critical: bicycle lean angle and steering angle. 
Their derivatives are also important but it is assumed that these will not be measured but 
calculated. This test system is unable to directly measure bicycle lean angle. Instead, 
this angle is indirectly determined through other measurements and must be computed 
with the help of the on board microprocessor. The second important measurement of 
steering angle is accomplished through the use of a shaft encoder. Both of these sensors 
have related hardware and software to access them, which must be verified. Correct 
operation of the hardware and software is again verified through comparison of 
experimental test results with simulations of the corresponding model. For the shaft 
encoder, the model is trivial so testing is more concerned with hardware verification. 
Sensor accuracy is a general consideration. The Bicycle Test Platform 
measurement accuracy is of the utmost importance due to the requirement that other 
unmeasured variables must be determined from calculations using the few measured 
variables. Relatively minor measurement noise, when propagated through the real time 
estimation algorithms on the onboard microprocessor, can lead to significant controller 
errors . These problems led to the need to minimize noise and to quantify it. Tests 
performed on the sensors include noise quantification as well as function verification. 
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Bicycle Lean Measurement 
The inclinometer, an electromechanical sensor, is utilized by the bicycle test 
platform to measure information about the lean angle of the bicycle. Other types of 
sensors could be employed to perform this task such as gyros and optical systems, but the 
inclinometer was chosen and has been theoretically proven to stabilize the bicycle. The 
sensor used does not directly measure the lean angle of the bicycle but instead measures 
an error angle which is arithmetically related to the lean angle. It is helpful to view the 
inclinometer as a sensor that measures accelerations including the acceleration due to 
gravity and the accelerations generated by centrifugal motion. Thus, at any point in time 
the inclinometer is measuring the combined effects of two different accelerations. For 
this reason, data from the inclinometer alone is not enough to determine bicycle lean 
angle. Special cases do exist such as when the bicycle only steers straight ahead; in this 
case centrifugal accelerations are zero and so only the effect of gravity is measured 
(assuming inclinometer dynamics are accounted for). 
An electrolytic potentiometer and a simple pendulum were the inclinometers 
tested in response to practical measurement problems. Electrical and mechanical noise as 
well as dynamic response were the most significant criterion considered in the evaluation 
of the inclinometers tested. It followed that roller platform vibration was the most 
important problem to overcome. The electrolytic potentiometer version of the 
inclinometer exhibited greater accuracy and better dynamic response than the simple 
pendulum, but it was unacceptable because of its response to vibration. This sensor was 
shown to exhibit erratic response and resonance under full test platform experiments 
which included roller vibration. The simple pendulum version of the inclinometer was 
considerably more oscillatory and less accurate than the electrolytic potentiometer. The 
advantage of the simple pendulum was that it was more reliable under the vibration 
conditions encountered during a full platform test. 
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Inclinometer Hardware 
Hardware configuration for both inclinometers is essentially the same and maybe 
divided into three pieces: the sensor element, an amplifier and an analog-to-digital 
converter. The actual sensor element in both cases is a variable resistor which has a 
resistance proportional to the angle of tilt from some null point. The amplifier adjusts 
the sensor's output voltage to a level appropriate for input to the analog-to-digital 
converter. This voltage output from the amplifier is proportional to the angle of tilt of 
the sensor element where the proportionality constant is modified by adjustment of the 
gain of the amplifier. Once a conversion is complete the, onboard microprocessor has 
access to the converted measurement through the microprocessor bus. 
Electrolytic Potentiometer 
The electrolytic potentiometer is basically a hollow toroidal shaped tube 
containing three separate copper conductors and an electrolytic solution. The three 
copper conductors are arranged so that depending upon the angle of tilt varying amounts 
of the conductors are electrically connected by the electrolytic solution. As the sensor is 
tilted, the resistance is proportionally varied. The electrolytic inclinometer used on the 
test platform was supplied with a driver module which excited the element. The driver 
module used an alternating current to avoid plating problems inside the tube. Specific 
hardware details of this sensor are provided in Appendix F. 
This sensor was supplied with relatively detailed specifications and dynamic test 
response data that revealed an acceptable response time for the test platform with a 
minimum of oscillation. These test results could not be exactly reproduced due to lack of 
specific test setup details. Step response tests performed locally revealed very similar 
results compared to those received from the company. These results may be seen in 
Appendix D. Information concerning this sensor's response to a continuous vibrational 
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noise input was not supplied. The electrolytic inclinometer produced erratic results and 
tended to demonstrate resonant modes when subjected to noise response tests as part of 
the bicycle test platform and tests that isolated the sensor. The two tests involved were a 
background noise test and a dynamic bicycle drop test which involved allowing the 
bicycle to fall (all control and estimation routines off) while the rollers were in motion. 
The second test was helpful in presenting a realistic picture of the effect Test Platform 
vibration had on the sensor. Unfortunately, this test produces only a short time frame of 
data and is only marginally controlled. The background noise test was intended to 
quantify electrical distortion caused by the amplifier. The test procedure requires that the 
bicycle and all its surroundings be motionless. The conclusion reached from these results 
was that this sensor was not a good choice based on its response to the roller platform 
vibration. 
Simple Pendulum 
The pendulum inclinometer was an experimental device constructed to study the 
reaction to mechanical noise. This sensor is a pendulum with an adjustable mass 
attached to a standard potentiometer that exhibited low friction characteristics. The 
potentiometer was mounted vertically allowing the pendulum to swing like the pendulum 
of a clock. Potentiometer resistance was a function of tilt angle and would fit into the 
existing hardware. The appeal of this simple device, despite its crudeness, was its 
relative insensitivity to vibration. 
Steering Angle Measurement 
An optical shaft encoder mounted on the steering motor provides digital 
information about the position and direction of rotation to a counter circuit which 
maintains the current motor position. Unlike the inclinometer, the shaft encoder 
recognizes a discrete number of shaft positions. For this sensor no analog to digital 
conversion is required; only a count of the discrete encoder positions passed by the 
encoder is recorded by the counter. The number recorded by the counter is directly 
proportional to the steering wheel position and this conversion is made by the 
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The shaft encoder outputs two quadarature signals that are designated Signal A 
and Signal B. The shaft position and direction may be determined from these signals. 
When the shaft rotates in one direction, the signals A and B are square wave pulse trains 
with Signal A leading Signal B by 90 electrical degrees. If the encoder rotates in the 
opposite direction then Signal B will lead Signal A by 90 electrical degrees. Effectively, 
one signal is chosen to enable the count The second signal causes the counter to count up 
or down. Therefore, while the counter is enabled a rising edge causes the counter to 
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count up and a falling edge causes the counter to count down. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 
ideal counting condition. 
Channel A 
Channel B 
Turnaround Condition _ ___, 
Effect of Mechanical Noise-----___.J 
Anomalous Shaft Encoder Signals 
Figure 3.2 
These details are important because they raise the question of what happens when 
the encoder changes direction. In the previous counter design there was a count problem 
at the turn around point. Problematic count conditions are shown in Figure 3 .2. Often as 
the motor begins to reverse directions, glitches and incomplete pulse trains were 
misinterpreted by the counter as additional counts. This miscount problem is intensified 
by the fact that the motor may momentarily fluctuate from one direction to another 
before proceeding in one direction. This problem is difficult to detect in tests where the 
encoder is smoothly rotated a few times in each direction. Full system tests with 




Important Components of the Bicycle System 
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The mathematical model of the Bicycle System may be viewed as three individual 
submodels: the motor, the bicycle and the inclinometer. Figure 4. 1 pictorially shows 
these sub models as well as how they are related. Each block represents an equation of a 
physical device relating its input and output. This chapter covers the Bicycle sub block 
portion of the Bicycle System Model. Three important items concerning this model are 
presented. The relationship of the Bicycle Model to the system as a whole is discussed to 
help provide an overview. Second, important modeling considerations are reviewed in 
an intuitive development of the model. Finally, testing and verification of this model is 
















Relationship of the Bicycle Model to the Bicycle System 
The Bicycle Model is an equation relating important geometric constants and 
variables to the state of the test bicycle. One reason for construction of the test platform 
was for the study of this equation. While this model is only one part of the total system, 
it is the only portion that describes the bicycle. All other portions of the model represent 
measurement or actuation devices that, while necessary to the test platform, are not the 
primary areas of study. 
Important Forces in the Bicycle Model 
The bicycle equation is concerned with modeling the effects of gravity and 
centrifugal force on the lean angle of the bicycle. Physical attributes deemed important 
in the modeling of these two forces have been included in the construction of the bicycle 
model. To simplify the actions of these forces, the total mass of the bicycle is assumed 
to be a point located at the center of mass. Figure 4.2 (a) depicts the bicycle with the two 
important forces; 4.2 (b) shows the free-body diagram of the bicycle with the forces 
acting through the center of mass. In this figure, Theta (8) is the lean angle of the 
bicycle and 11 is the distance from the ground to the center of mass of the bicycle. 
Overview of the Bicycle Model 
Contained in the Bicycle Model are the important factors governing the stability 
of the bicycle apart from the effects of sensors and actuation hardware. This 
mathematical representation of the physical system is used in simulation work performed 
with the simulation tool Matrixx on work stations. This model is also used by the 
onboard microprocessor in the estimation of unmeasured variables. Inherent in this 
model is the assumption that the classical Inverted Pendulum model represents the 
bicycle to the degree required to maintain the upright position of this system. While it is 
the goal of this project to model the bicycle as accurately as possible, some less 
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A series of simplifying assumptions were made in the construction of the Bicycle 
Model. Six of the more significant assumptions are listed below. The first two 
assumptions are considered the most significant. 
1) Simplification of steering wheel geometry 
2) Point mass acting at center of gravity 
3) No gyroscopic effect of wheels 
4) No wheel-roller friction 
5) Small Angles ( for Linearized Bicycle Model ) 
6) Effect of inclinometer mass on bicycle not considered 
Assumptions 3, 4, 5 and 6 are considered minor assumptions and are listed here for 
completeness. Note, the Bicycle Model developed and presented in this chapter is the 
nonlinear model. This model must be linearized before the controls work of Chapter VI 
may be performed. 
Steering Axis 
1 ~Wheel Contact Point,/" ' 
a) Actual Geometry b) Simplified Geometry 
Front Wheel Geometry 
Figure 4.3 
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The nonlinear model, developed by Mohammad B. Menhaj under the direction of 
Dr. Hagan, is listed in Appendix H along with an additional derivation presented because 
of its assistance with the intuitive understanding of the bicycle. It is not the intention of 
this chapter to derive or systematically dissect this model but to point out important 
implications and details that concern tbis work. Some of these important considerations 
have been previously mentioned but will be reexamined. 
Modeled Bicycle Geometry 
Wheelbase and vertical position of the center of mass are two geometrical 
considerations directly included in the model. Bicycle wheelbase, variable L4 is 
measured from the contact point of the back wheel to the contact point of the front 
wheel. Realistically, however, the roller platform supports the back wheel by two rollers 
and so there are two contact points on the back wheel. This model assumes these two 
contact points may be treated as a single point so that the standard wheel wheelbase 
measurement may be used. The distance from the ground to the center of mass of the 
bicycle, variable L 1 , is determined by suspending the bicycle and using a geometric 
construction to estimate the center of mass of the bicycle. This measurement is 
performed with the motor and all control hardware affixed to the bicycle. 
Development of the Bicycle Equation 
The force of gravity causing the bicycle to fall may be counteracted by a 
centrifugal force as shown in Figure 4.2. Generation of this restoring force occurs when 
the rider, or in the bicycle test platform's case the steering motor, steers towards the 
direction of fall. Steering angle is defined as the angle the steering wheel makes with 
respect to the center line of the bicycle frame. This model development assumes the 
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simplified steering wheel geometry shown in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows an overhead 
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Figure 4.4 
It is helpful to consider centrifugal force and gravity as forces in a cursory 
discussion of the important factors included in the bicycle model; but, for a more 
in-depth development it is necessary to consider the angles at which these forces act. 
Torques are developed by these forces acting about the contact point of the wheel and the 
ground (point P1 as shown in Figure 4.2). Hence, it is the torque developed by 
centrifugal force that is being manipulated to counter the torque developed due to the 
force of gravity. If the summation of torques is not zero, then the bicycle is falling . This 
implies that there is an angular acceleration, 8, which is accounted for in Equation (1). 
~T= fJI (1) 
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In this equation the summation of torques is replaced by the two torques being summed. 
Using the Free-body Diagram shown in Figure 4.2 (b), Equation (2) may be written. 
Equation (2) relates the torque due to gravity and the torque due to centrifugal force, Cf, 
respectively to the angular rate of fall of the bicycle. Equation (2) may be manipulated, 
such as in Appendix H, to produce the Bicycle Equation. The Bicycle Equation is 
reproduced in Equation (3). 
e = ~ sin 8- ~~~4 sin a cos 8 (3) 
g Gravity 
v Bicycle Forward Velocity 
11 Vertical Position of the Center of Mass 
14 Bicycle Wheelbase 
8 Bicycle Lean Angle 
a Steering Angle 
When the two principle torques are made equal, the bicycle is no longer falling 
and has reached a stable state. An infinite number of bicycle stable states exist which 
may be categorized as turning or traveling straight ahead. The bicycle roller test 
platform is not capable of sustaining the test bicycle in a turn, so the only stable state 
possible by the roller test platform is that state of the bicycle traveling in a straight line. 
Due to this physical constraint of the test platform, the goal is not to balance the torques 
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but to use the centrifugal torque to drive the bicycle upright quickly so that steering may 
be kept to a minimum. This material is considered further in Chapter VI. 
Bicycle Model Testing and Verification 
Chapters II and ill dealt with the motor and inclinometer models respectively. 
The approach in these chapters has been to compare the theoretical model and actual test 
data for each block to verify the accuracy of the theoretical model. The motor and the 
inclinometer may each be examined in isolation so that inaccuracies in other blocks will 
not affect the block under examination. One exception to this 11 divide and conquer11 
strategy is the bicycle model because physical testing of this model necessitates the use 
of the motor and inclinometer. This inability to isolate and compare the bicycle model to 
its real counterpart represents the primary difference between the handling of tbis model 
and the aforementioned motor and inclinometer models. 
Current testing of the bicycle model has been carried out by use of the full Test 
Platform. Before these were conducted, efforts were made to minimize errors in other 
parts of the model. Data received from these tests were information about the state of the 
bicycle such as lean angle and lean velocity. Data concerning other portions of the 
System Model were also taken during these tests and one full set is included in 
Appendix L. The difficulty with these tests was that unmodeled effects such as 
mechanical noise from the rollers and inclinometer anomalies tainted data so that 
conclusive observations were difficult to make. 
The test bicycle appears to respond correctly when sensors provide reliable 
measurements to the controller. Qualitatively, test results suggest that the Bicycle Model 
is reasonable. Direct measurement of the lean angle of the bicycle, 8, would improve the 
accuracy of these experimental tests . The indirect measurement of lean angle and 
associated problems are covered in Chapter VI. 
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Summary 
This chapter covers the important items of the Bicycle Model and its relationship 
to the complete system model. Significant modeling considerations are reviewed such as 
bicycle geometry and mass distribution. A simplified development of the Bicycle 
Equation is presented with emphasis on important forces. The testing and verification 





Continuing the human analogy, the riderless bicycle contains a single-board 
microprocessor to act in place of the human rider. Some of the same decisions made by 
the human rider must also be made by the bicycle computer such as what direction to 
steer and how fast. Specifically, the bicycle computer must administer to the tasks of 
taking measurements, estimating unmeasured variables, calculating motor voltage and 
operating the motor. This chapter will discuss the single-board microprocessor and the 
software written to execute on it. An overview of the microprocessor system will 
introduce its relationship to other test platform hardware. Second, the important 
hardware composing this single-board computer will be reviewed. Third, the software 
written for this microprocessor will be covered followed by the testing scheme used to 
verify correct operation of the software. 
Overview 
Before experimental Bicycle Platform tests, the onboard microprocessor is loaded 
with a program which contains a model of the Bicycle System. This program is 
downloaded from an external computer which is also used for editing, storage and data 
analysis. Once a Bicycle Platform Test is started, the external computer is no longer 
needed until another test is started. At the conclusion of a test, runtime data may be 
retrieved from the onboard microprocessor for storage and analysis. The relationship of 












A brief overview of the bicycle's single-board microprocessor is provided here as 
general information to improve the overall understanding of the test platform hardware. 
It is not the intention of this project to evaluate the performance of this computer or 
discuss hardware configuration beyond a list of major components and how these 
components are important to the Bicycle Test Platform. A brief list of the major 
single-board hardware components is noted here; for specific details on this hardware 
consult the Motorola user's manual MVME133/Dl. 
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Main processor : MC68020 
Floating point coprocessor : MC68881 
Clock speed : 12.5 .MHz 
Memory, dynamic RAM : 1Mb 
Serial communication : RS232C 
Bus standard : VME133 
Operating system : 133XTBug 
The bicycle test platform requires a considerable amount of computational power 
because of its use of an estimator to calculate unmeasured variables. Reasonably, this 
portion of the program requires the largest fraction of processor time. Essentially, the 
estimator is a string of floating point mathematical operations and requires the floating 
point coprocessor. After each iteration of the estimator, the variables calculated at that 
step of the program as well as the actual measurements are saved to memory for later 
analysis. The serial communication port serves as the link for program downloading 
from the external computer and the link for retrieving runtime data. Managing the serial 
communication operations as well as other low level tasks is the job of the resident 
operating system, 133XTBug. This operating system contains an assembler which is 
utilized during download to assemble the program into memory. Due to modifications 
made during platform tests, it has been helpful to retain Bug and the program in this 
development form. At whatever time it becomes appropriate, the operating system may 
be replaced by the platform test program. 
Microprocessor Software 
During one full iteration, the program loaded onto the bicycle microprocessor 
must complete all of the basic tasks consisting of operating the motor, reading the 
sensors, estimating unmeasured variables and calculating the proper motor voltage. 
Figure 5.2 provides an overview of the described tasks. 
























Bicycle Test Platform Software 
Figure 5.2 
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The significant detail of this program is not the tasks themselves but the manner 
in which the program must perform them. Various routines must execute at different 
rates during a bicycle test. The model (estimation and control voltage calculation) is 
required to execute 100 iterations per second while the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
Interrupt # 1 
Intenupt # 2 
Interrupt # 3 
Interrupt # 12 
Interrupt # 13 
Interrupt# 14 
Interrupt # 21 
A routine (Begin/Finish) 
B routine (Begin) 
B routine (Save) 
A routine (Begin/Finish) 
B routine (Restore) 
B routine (Save) 
A routine (Begin/Finish) 
B routine (Restore) 
B routine (Save) 
A routine (Begin/Finish) 
B routine (Restore) 
B routine (Finish) 
A routine (Begin/Finish) 
A routine (Begin/Finish) 
A routine (Begin/Finish) 
B routine (Begin) 
One iteration 
Time : . 0 1 second 
A executes 20 times 
B executes 1 time 




routine for the motor executes 2000 times per second. Interrupts are thus required to 
maintain accurate timing. To resolve the execution rate conflict, an executive is 
employed to control the two routines as the microprocessor issues the interrupts. The 
motor routine is referred to as Routine A and must be performed 2000 times a second. 
Since this is the more frequently executed routine the interrupt is configured to occur at 
this rate. The estimation and control routine is referred to as Routine B and must be 
executed 1 00 times a second so, Routine B must be performed once for every twenty 
executions of Routine A. Figure 5.3 depicts one iteration of this program. In this case, 
the executive counts the iterations of Routine A so that when the count becomes 20, 
Routine B is then started. The executive has one further task to fulfill, that being the task 
of monitoring the execution of Routine B because it takes considerable time to execute so 
that it is frequently interrupted. The executive must record whether or not Routine B was 
executing when it was interrupted so that it may be properly restored. 
Execution Rates 
The choice of interrupt rate for Routine B was determined during the 
development of the control system and represents the rate at which the model samples the 
sensors. Increasing the sampling time will, at some point, cause the estimates of bicycle 
variables to fall behind the actual state of the bicycle. Thus, when the sensors are read on 
the next iteration of the program, the controller will have to "catch up" with the real state 
of the bicycle and wiU require decreasing the steering response time. If the program falls 
too far behind, the steering motor will simply be unable to respond quickly enough to 
keep the bicycle from falling down. On the other hand, decreasing the sampling time 
means that Routine B must execute in less time. Various sampling rates were simulated 
by Mohammad J. Menhaj of which the 1OOHz sampling rate was found to be best 
compromise considering the hardware involved. This rate can be changed to speed up 
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execution of Routine B but the model must be adjusted to the sampling rate which is used 
in the construction of the estimator. 
The choice of interrupt rate for Routine A was determined after processor time 
requirements for the estimation and controller were set. Desirable execution rates for the 
Pulse Width Modulation routine were experimentally found to be in the range of 
2000Hz. In this case, the execution rate needs to be fast enough that switching the motor 
does indeed average out to the calculated voltage. If the execution rate of Routine A is 
decreased too far, operation problems with the motor can be observed. 
Completion of Routine B results in the calculated voltage to apply to the motor 
for the next one-hundreth of a second. The value calculated by the controller is a voltage 
and must be converted to a number Routine A can use to switch the motor. Under the 
current interrupt configuration, each one-hundredth of a second is divided into twenty 
equal periods during each of which the motor may be on or off. If the motor is on for all 
twenty periods, the average voltage applied to the motor is forty volts. If the motor is on 
for less than the full number of periods, then the average voltage will be a proportion of 
the number of periods the motor is on. The Pulse Width Modulation scheme for the 
motor is covered in more detail in Chapter II. 
Software Testing 
Verification of correct software operation has been accomplished through 
comparison of simulated model results with results from execution of the on-board 
model. In these tests, measurements taken from bicycle platform sensors are replaced 
with constants . This procedure isolates the software testing from any possible hardware 
problems. The same constant values used to replace the sensor measurements in the 
bicycle software are used as inputs to Matrixx model simulations. The calculated motor 
voltage results from these two independent tests should be equal at each iteration because 
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the same estimator and controller with the same sampling rate was used for both tests. 
Because models are flrst developed and tested on the simulation tool, inconsistencies in 
these test comparisons are generally considered to be problems in the bicycle test 
program. Most of these problems result from incorrect model constants. This testing 
procedure can be considered to reliably test model constants, mathematical procedure and 
iteration rate. 
Summary 
The bicycle1s onboard microprocessor and its tasks are outlined in this chapter. 
Microprocessor hardware and how it is used by the controlling software is covered. 
Witb..in the 11Microprocessor Software11 section, the major tasks of the program are 
covered along with the interrupt structure responsible for the rate of execution. The 
chapter is concluded with the testing scheme used to verify correct operation of the 





The bicycle microprocessor is tasked with the administrative duties of taking 
measurements, estimating variables and applying the correct response to maintain the 
upright state of the bicycle. Inherent in this approach is the assumption that the 
microprocessor and the controlling software will be able to perceive the state of the 
bicycle and will then be able to formulate the correct response. There are numerous 
approaches to the design of this software. Artificial Intelligence methods are currently 
popular in the implementation of numerous controllers. Approaches that deal with 
poorly defined problems or nondeterministic situations appear to solve difficult problems 
with relative ease. Unfortunately, these methods generally do not help in the 
understanding of poorly understood problems. In the case of the bicycle stability 
problem however, knowledge about the bicycle system is the primary goal. For these 
reasons, the mathematically rigorous method of State Variable feedback has been chosen 
as the controller. 
State variable feedback requires the identification of important system variables 
and their relationship to other state variables along with system inputs. This invariably 
leads to the formulation of mathematical equations defining the crucial dynamic response 
of the system under study. For the bicycle system this means that equations must be 
written for each subsystem involved in the physical response of this system; this includes 
the motor, the sensors and the bicycle. Ideally, it would be desirable to study the bicycle 
alone without the steering motor or the sensors because the addition of this 
hardware invariably alters the system being studied. This point becomes increasingly 
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apparent when working with the controls equations. Each of the additional test platform 
devices add their response to the overall response of the system. These subsystems are 
not modeled perfectly, and so, some of their incorporated response is not removed from 
the overall response. Thus, some of these distortions are added into the bicycle response. 
Overview of Control System 
The task of the control system is to monitor sensor measurements and to apply 
knowledge about the system to maintain the bicycle vertically on the roller platform. 
Control system knowledge about the bicycle system is contained in the form of dynamic 
equations defining the response of chosen variables. One reasonable starting point for 
the development of the model is the identification of variables important to the state of 
the system being controlled. Theta, the lean angle of the bicycle, is one such variable. 
This variable is defined as the angle between the leaning bicycle and the vertical plane. 
A rider seated on a bicycle has been chosen as the reference point for our sign 
convention. Theta has been defined as positive when the bicycle leans to the rider's right. 
It is also important for the control system to monitor the rate of change of Theta referred 
to as Thetadot. These are two variables that have been chosen as state variables in the 
control system. Information about these variables and how they relate to other state 
variables as well as to physical bicycle dimensions is contained in the Bicycle Equation. 
The derivation of this equation is contained in Appendix H and is discussed in Chapter 
IV. 
The bicycle control model may be broken into three pieces, the steering motor, 
the inclinometer and the bicycle. Each of these pieces has two variables chosen as state 
variables and hence have been chosen to be controlled. Therefore, the bicycle system 
model contains six state variables; the state variables are listed here along with their 
definitions. 






Inclinometer Rho dot 
Description 
Angular displacement of bicycle 
measured from vertical plane to 
leaning bicycle. 
Angular lean velocity of bicycle, 
rate of change of Theta. 
Angular displacement of the 
steering motor. 
Angular velocity of steering motor, 
rate of change of ThetaM. 
Angular displacement of 
inclinometer measured from the 
vertical. 
Angular velocity of inclinometer, 
rate of change of Rho. 
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Given these six state variables the control system will calculate a response to send 
to the bicycle system; this response will be a voltage to send to the steering motor. The 
bicycle control system does not have access to all six of these measurements. Onboard 
sensors measure only Thetal\1 and Epsilon (Theta- Rho). The second measurement of 
Epsilon is due to the combined effects of gravity and centrifugal force acting on the 
inclinometer (for more information see chapter IV). Hence, the control system must 
estimate the unmeasured variable based on the three dynamics equations along with 
measurements from the two sensors. 
Clarification of the term control system is appropriate at this point. While the 
control system is a nebulous term that can be applied to a myriad of methods of control, 
in this report, control system will apply to a combination of estimator and controller 
developed under the state variable methodology. The Estimator is used by the bicycle 
platform to calculate unmeasured state variables using system knowledge and 
measurement data from the sensors. These estimated state variables are then used by the 
controller to calculate a voltage to send to the steering motor. 
Control System Simulation 
Once the State Variables were chosen and the system equations were written, it 
was required that these equations be linearized so that State Variable design methods 
could be applied. The result of this design process was an estimator and controller pair 
to be used on the bicycle test platform. These two pieces of the control system were 
designed independently and then combined to form the full bicycle control system. Once 
the design process was completed, the control system was simulated with the use of 
Matrixx before being loaded onto the bicycle microprocessor. The simulation involves 
the use of two sets of dynamics equations. The first set is the nonlinear equations 
derived for the motor, the inclinometer and the bicycle. These equations are listed in 
Appendix H. The second set of equations used in the simulation are the first 
equations linerized plus error adjustment terms ( error terms are discussed in the 
Estimator subsection). In the simulation, the first set of equations, the nonlinear 
equations, represent the modeled bicycle and the second set represent the estimator 
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Dual System Simulation Block Diagram 
Figure 6.1 
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with the estimator trying to emulate the nonlinear bicycle equations: State variable 
estimates from the estimator are sent to the controller which calculates the proper motor 
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voltage to upright the bicycle. Figure 6.1 illustrates the relationship of the two sets of 
equations. The simulation is started by giving the nonlinear system some nonzero initial 
condition such as an initial bicycle lean angle (Theta nonzero). The equations are then 
stepped forward in time to see if the control system can 11 Catch up 11 with the nonlinear 
system and return the bicycle to vertical (Theta= 0). 
Measurement data sent into the control system and calculated motor voltage sent 
out are the only connections between the two parallel systems. The Estimator receives 
the motor position, ThetaM, and the lean error angle, Theta- Rho. The Estimator uses 
these measured state variables to help in the reconstruction of all six state variables. 
These values are then used by the Controller to calculate the voltage to be sent to the 
motor. 
Estimator 
Certain properties of the derived model equations are used in the design of the 
control system. Assuming the bicycle is modeled perfectly, two important properties of 
this system are that it is fully observable and fully controllable. The design of the state 
variable estimator relies on the property of the state equations being observable. 
Essentially, if a system possesses this property, all of the defined state variables manifest 
themselves in the output of the system which in this case are the motor position and lean 
error angle measurements. Thus, observation of the two sensor measurements of motor 
position (motor position is proportional to steering angle) and lean error angle from the 
inclinometer will allow estimation of the unmeasured state variables. 
A full State Estimator, which is employed by the bicycle control system, 
estimates all the defined state variables, including those directly measured by sensors. 
This redundancy allows the estimator to compare the measured states to the 
corresponding estimated values and to correct for estimation error. The error is 
multiplied by an error weight matrix which is subtracted from the calculation of the next 
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state variables. The error weight matrix, also referred to as the "k'' matrix, may be 
adjusted to place more or less emphasis on the measurements depending on the level of 
accuracy achieved by the sensors. 
The error weight matrix is calculated by use of the Riccati Equation. It is 
assumed for reasons of simplicity that bicycle dynamics do not change with time and so 
solution of the Riccati Equation is of the time invariant sort. 
CHAPTER Vll 
RESULTS 
Overview of Accomplishments 
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The Riderless Bicycle Test Platform includes a significant amount of theoretical 
work, software and hardware. A considerable quantity of this work existed prior to the 
beginning of this study. The primary challenge presented to this work was to test and 
assemble the existing material into an integrated platform. The result of this work 
addresses four key areas of the Riderless Bicycle Test Platform. 
1) System Integration 
2) Improved System Reliability 
3) System Verification 
4) General Recommendations 
One of the ultimate goals of this system is to function as an experimental test 
platform for the development and verification of theoretical bicycle models. The original 
test platform was functional, but tests were difficult to perform due to an awkward 
configuration of hardware and software. Sections of the original platform were not 
properly verified. Hence, there were errors in the Test Platform. 
This work has progressed by evaluating one subsystem at a time to verify proper 
operation or improve the existing design. Testing and verification began with those 
subsystems of the bicycle test platform believed to be the "weakest links" in the overall 
system. During verification and testing of each subsystem, important questions and 
desirable properties were identified. Where satisfactory improvements of the existing 
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hardware could not be currently implemented, recommendations we believed will correct 
these problems have been suggested. 
System Integration 
The improved Test Platform now allows the user to move through the entire 
design loop. The process may begin with the design of a mathematical model of the 
bicycle which may be tested with the simulation tool Matrixx. This step of the design 
allows the designer to develop and test a State Variable control system for the Test 
Platform. Once the control system is complete, it can be transferred to the Bicycle Test 
Platform for observation of actual response. When the experimental test is concluded, 
recorded bicycle variables may be collected and plotted for further analysis. 
Improved System Reliability 
Regular failure of Test Platform hardware required considerable repair time and 
often produced unreliable test results. Hardware improvements were required if regular 
experiments were to be conducted on the Test Platform. Modifications to the hardware 
concentrated on increasing durability and on improving the sensor's ability to tolerate 
vibration from the Test Platform. The four major modifications implemented to improve 
system reliability were: 
1) redesign of motor mount and linkage 
2) improvement of motor power drive 
3) modification of steering position counter 
4) improvement of inclinometer hardware. 
Testing efficiency has also been increased with these improvements as well as 
improvements to the platform software. Testing with the previous platform was a 
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difficult task because hardware required constant adjustment and repair. During the test, 
additional personnel were needed to monitor power supplies which were turned off when 
tests went awry. The improvement and reduction of hardware along with the addition of 
software now allows a single individual to perform tests in less time. Modifications to 
hardware intended to improve testing efficiency include: 
1) emergency motor stop routine 
2) improved data analysis software 
3) overall reduction in discrete hardware 
4) concentration of inclinometer hardware. 
System Verification 
System verification includes the individual testing of each subsystem for proper 
operation. The verification process also included the comparison of simulated tests from 
Matrixx to static platform software tests . These tests suggested that both hardware and 
software functioned correctly with the possible exception ofthe inclinometer hardware. 
The primary issue revealed during sensor testing was 11how should the sensors be 
tested?". Simple static tests discussed in Chapter III reveal reliable data but tend to 
overlook dynamic problems that occurred due to the significant vibration of the Test 
Platform. Dynamic bicycle sensor tests are difficult to repeat and the results vary 
considerably, but these tests suggest sensor problems not indicated by static tests . The 
continued use of the existing sensors will most likely require the use of a mixture of these 
sensor tests. 
General Recommendations 
The Riderless Bicycle Test Platform is a functioning test system. Models may be 
developed, simulated and tested on the laboratory test system. Experiments involving 
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changes to the bicycle model may be made at the theoretical level and may then be 
observed on the Test Platform. Improvements in some areas of the Test Platform are still 
needed. Based on the experience of this work, a series of recommendations may be made 
in order of perceived priority. 
I) Measure Bicycle Angle Directly 
2) Improve Data Collection and Analysis Software 
3) Reduce Mechanical Noise 
Direct measurement of bicycle lean angle would greatly reduce the complexities of the 
bicycle stabilization problem. This would change the problem to be solved because 
estimation of unmeasured variables would no longer be needed. If a sensor capable of 
direct lean angle measurement is not chosen to replace the inclinometer, then such a 
sensor would be helpful in testing the inclinometer. 
The estimation of unmeasured states represents the single largest problem for 
vertical stabilization of the bicycle on the Test Platform assuming vibration cannot be 
reduced. Simulation results suggest that the Estimator portion of the 
Estimator-Controller pair is the weak link of this system. Direct measurement of Bicycle 
lean angle with an optical system would eliminate sensor dynamics and other 
complicating problems. Effectively, this "fast" direct measurement would leave only the 
Motor and Bicycle models to be simulated and allow more energy to be spent studying 
the bicycle's dynamics. 
Design and implementation of software that automatically receives, sorts and 
plots recorded variables collected during a Platform test would greatly improve testing 
efficiency. Time spent writing this software would quickly be recovered during 
experiments in the time saved from not performing each of these tasks one at a time. The 
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addition of a new Windows plotting package did decrease data collection time but fell far 
short of a fully integrated software package. 
The replacement of the roller platform with one with less vibration would not 
only help in the vertical stabilization of the bicycle, it would also extend the life of the 
hardware. The speed of the existing roller platform is limited due to increased vibration 
at increased speeds. Purchase of a professionally constructed roller set would be 
convenient, but the commercially available models are generally much narrower than the 
current roller platform. Thus, the sideways motion of the test bicycle is limited. 
Improved System Results 
The modifications to the Bicycle Test Platform discussed in this report have 
improved the overall experimental results of the Riderless Bicycle System. One indicator 
of experimental test success, bicycle test duration, has been increased. Bicycle test 
duration is defined as the time from which the bicycle is released to the time the 
emergency motor stop routine stops the test. 
Average test duration 
Best test duration 
Previous System 





The increase in system performance shown here may generally be attributed to the 
improvements in platform hardware. While the overall performance of the bicycle on the 
Test Platform was disappointing, test results do indicate that improvements to the system 
have been accomplished. 
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Figure A- 1 
Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
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Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
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Figure A- 3 
Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
directly from the steering counter with samples .01 second apart. Velocity was calculated 
as the difference between the positions divided by .01 second. 
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Figure A- 4 
Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
directly from the steering counter with samples .01 second appart. Velocity was 
calculated as the difference the between positions divided by .01 second. 
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Figure A- 5 
Note: These data were generated by the motor model simulated at various test voltages 
with the simulation tool Matrixx. 
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Figure A- 6 
Note: These data were generated by the motor model simulated at various test voltages 
on the simulation tool Matrixx. 
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Figure A- 7 
Note: These data were generated by the motor model simulated at various test voltages 
with the simulation tool Matrixx. 
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Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
directly from the steering counter; data were not filtered. The motor was disconnected 
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Figure A- 9 
Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
directly from the steering counter; data were not filtered. The motor was disconnected 
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Figure A- 10 
Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
directly from the steering counter; data were not filtered . The motor was disconnected 
from the steering wheel for this unloaded motor test. 
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Figure A- 11 
Note: This test was conducted using actual motor driver hardware. Data were collected 
directly from the steering counter; data were not filtered. The motor was disconnected 
from the steering wheel for this unloaded motor test. 
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Appendix B 
Motor Power Drive Hardware 
Motor Power Dirve 
Parts List 
D 1 - D4 Diode 
Q 1 & Q3 PNP Transistor 
02 & Q4 NPN Transistor 
Q5 & Q6 NPN Transistor 
50 ohm R Resistor 













































Motor Dimensions ( Bottom View ) 
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, _ _ __ Mounting Flange 
Motor Dimensions ( Side View ) 
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Motor Mount ( top view ) 
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Motor Mount ( bottom view ) 
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Motor Mount ( Side View ) 
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Detail A 
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Detail B 
Countersink depth .25" 
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Time m Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Forced Fall Test, Position Vs Time 
Electrolytic Potentiometer 
FigureD - 1 
Note: In this test the Electrolytic Potentiometer was concentrically mounted on a rotating 
shaft and its rotation was forced through 25 degrees. Damping ratio and natural 

























0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 
Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Bicycle Free Fall Test, Position Vs Time 
Electrolytic Potentiometer 
FigureD- 2 
Note: In this test the Electrolytic Potentiometer was mounted on the bicycle which was 
allowed to fall without vibration from the roller platform. This test was used as a 
comparison to the same test with the roller platform in motion. 
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Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
F ree Fall with Roller Bounce Test, Position Vs Time 
Electrolytic Potentiometer 
FigureD- 3 
Note: In this test the Electrolytic Potentiometer was mounted on the bicycle which was 
allowed to fall with vibration from the roller platform. This test was used to show the 
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Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Background Noise Test, Position Vs Time 
Electrolytic Potentiometer 
FigureD- 4 
Note: In this test the Electrolytic Potentiometer was mounted on the motionless bicycle. 
This test was used to determine the intensity of background noise the inclinometer and 
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Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Roller Bounce Noise Test, Position Vs Time 
Electrolytic Potentiometer 
FigureD- 5 
Note: In this test the Electrolytic Potentiometer was mounted on the bicycle with the 

































0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 
Time m Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Actual and Simulated Fall, Position Vs Time 
Electrolytic Potentiometer 
FigureD- 6 
Note: In this test the Electrolytic Potentiometer was concentrically mounted on a rotating 
shaft and its rotation was forced through 25 degrees. Here actual test data were compared 




Simple Pendulum Test Data 
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Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Free Fall Test, Position Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E -1 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was mounted apart from the Bicycle. In this test 
the pendulum was dropped from a displacement of 25 degrees ( .44 radians ) and allowed 
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Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Free Fall Test, Velocity Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E- 2 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was mounted apart from the Bicycle. In this test 
the pendulum was dropped from a displacement of 25 degrees ( .44 radians ) and allowed 
to come to rest. 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 
Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Bicycle Free Fall Test, Position Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E- 3 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was mounted on the bicycle which was allowed 
to fall without vibration from the roller platform. This test may be compared to the same 
test with the roller platform in motion. 
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Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Free Fall with Roller Bounce Test, Position Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E- 4 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was mounted on the bicycle which was allowed 
to fall without vibration from the roller platform. This test may be compared to the same 
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1- Angle noise 
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Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Background Noise Test, Position Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E- 5 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was mounted on the motionless bicycle. This 
test was used to determine the intensity of background noise the inclinometer and driver 
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Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Roller Bounce Noise Test, Position Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E- 6 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was mounted on the bicycle with the rollers in 
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Time in Seconds 
Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Actual and Simulated Fall, Position Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E- 7 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was allowed to fall through 25 degrees 
( .44 radians ) and come to rest. The actual data were compared to a Matrixx simulation 
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Inclinometer Dynamics, 
Actual and Simulated Fall, Velocity Vs. Time, 
Simple Pendulum 
Figure E- 8 
Note: The Simple Pendulum for this test was allowed to fall through 25 degrees 
( . 44 radians ) and come to rest. The actual data were compared to a Matrixx simulation 




Electrolytic Potentiometer Hardware 
See Detail A 
Modulator 
pin 1 







II Modulator out + 
-12 volts 
'Y 'Y 
•••• • • 
Detail A 
t 't Signal out 
L +12 volts 
'---- Common 
Electrolytic Potentiometer ( Rear View) 
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Mounting Plate 
Simple Pendulum (Front View) 
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Mounting Plate 
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Potentiometer connected to Pendulum 
Signal Conditioning ( Simple Pendulum ) 
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Appendix H 
Derivation of Model Equations 
Bicycle Constants 
11 Length from ground to bicycle center of mass. 
12 Length from ground to pivot point of inclinometer. 
13 Pendulum length. 
14 Bicycle wheelbase. 
g Gravity 
m 1 : Bicycle mass 
m 2 : Pendulum mass 
v : Bicycle velocity 
R : Bicycle turning radius 
ron: Inclinometer natural frequency 
z : Inclinometer damping ratio 
Bicycle Systems Variables 
a. Bicycle steering angle ( steering straight ahead, a. = 0 ) 
£ Inclinometer error angle measurement 
Bicycle State Variables 
8 : Bicycle lean angle ( vertical bicycle, 8 = 0 ) 
8 : Bicycle lean velocity 
eM: Steering motor angle ( steering straight ahead, eM= 0 ) 
eM : Steering motor velocity 
p Pendulum lean angle ( pendulum straight down, p = 0 ) 
p : Pendulum lean velocity 
Derivation Variables 
~ : Bicycle kinetic energy 
Eu : Bicycle potential energy 
v1 Velocity of bicycle mass perpendicular to forward v 
v2 Velocity of pendulum mass perpendicular to forward v 
x Horizontal displacement of pendulum mass 
y Verti~al displacement of pendulum mass 
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Derivation of Bicycle and Inclinometer System 
Reprinted from 
Riderless Bicycle Control Design 
by 
Mohammad B. Menhaj 
I 
I 
e E <_i_ 13 
~ r: 
<-Bicycle mass, m 1 
~~~~:--
~ Pendulum mass, li2 





To fmd v2 determine the coordinates of mass m2 
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( H- 5) 
2 = (dx)2 + (dy)2 
V2 dt dt ( H -7) 
+/2(d8) 2sin28 + P(dp)2sin2p- 21 l de dp sin 8 cos 
2 dt 3 dt 2 3 dt dt 
2 _ 12(de)2 t2(dp)2 z z cJedp c8 v 2 - 2 dt + 3 dt - 2 2 3 dt dt cos - p 
E _ 1 (t de)2 1 [Z2Cde)2 12(dp)2 
k - 2m I I dt +2m2 2 dt + 3 dt 
Potential Energy 
dedp 
-2!2!3-· - cos(8- p) 
dt dt 
Due to gravity with 8=0, p=O reference point 
(H-11) 
( H- 12) 
111 
( H- 9) 
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( H- 13) 
Due to centrifugal force with 8=0, p=O, reference point 
Lagrangian 
L=Ex-Eu (H-14) 
1 12(d8)2 1 12(de)2 1 12(dp)2 1 1 de dp ce ) L = 2m 1 1 dt + 2m2 2 dt + 2m2 3 dt - m 2 2 3 dt dt cos - P 
( H- 15) 
Lagrange•s Equations of Motion 
( H- 16) 
( H- 17) 
Fore 
( H- 18) 
( H- 19) 
l I dp d8 . (8 ) dp 2 . +mz 2 3 dt dt Sin - p - m2l2l3(dt) s1n(8- p ( H- 21) 
For this equation assume that the mass m2 is very small in comparison 
with Inass m1 . 
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!2 cfle l . e l v2 m1 1dt2 -m1 1gstn +m1 1Jicos8= ( H- 24) 
( H- 25) 
R is related to the steering angle. 
a 
~ -------






















' > / 
/ 
' / ... 
----- - --
Bicycle Top-down view 
Figure H- 2 
If the angle a is small the R in this diagram is almost equal to the R to the 
Center of mass. 
R = /4/sinu (H- 26) 
d28 g . e· v2 • e 0 
- 2 - -1 stn + -11 stnacos = dt 1 · I 4 ( H- 27 ) BICYCLE EQUATION 
For p 
( H- 28) 
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l . v2 +mzg 3Sln p- m2J?.f3COS p = 0 ( H- 32) 
If we again use the approximation 
R = !4/ sin a ( H - 26 ) 
d2 p 12 [~e 8 (de) 2 · 8 ] g • ----cos( - p)- - stn( - p) +-sin 
dt2 13 dt2 dt 13 
- 1:;4 sin a cos p = 0 ( H - 33 ) 
We may want to add damping to the inclinometer equation. 
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d 2 p dp g . v2 • 
- 2 + ~-d +-1 stnp = -11 s1nacosp dt t 3 -3 4 
/2 [d2e 8 (de)2 . d +- - COS ( - p) - - Slll (8 - p)] + ~-
13 dt2 dt dt 
( H- 34) 
Equation H- 34 is referred to as the INCLINOMETER EQUATION. 
Derivation of the Bicycle Equation 















't' : torque 
1n : mass 
a : acceleration 
Figure H- 3 
( H- 36) 
Summation of gravity and centrifugal force about the point P1 for the 
dynamic case. 
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Bicycle mass m 1 cancles out of the equation. 
R = !4/ sin a ( H -26 ) 
substitution for turning radius 
Reananging terms yields the Bicycle Equation. 
( H- 39) 
Equation H- 39 is equivalent to equation H- 27, so this is an alternative 
derivation of the Bicycle Equation. 
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Appendix I 
Simulation Block Diagrams 
from Matrixx 
119 
sumrner1 motor steering Bikel i nclinometer 
11 14 
SUPER SUPER SUPER 
1 BLOCK BLOCK BLOCK 
+ Continuous Continuous 
controller 
Matrixx block diagram of the Parallel Systems 
surmnerl motor steering Bikel inclinometer 
11 
SUPER SUPER SUPER 
1 
BLOCK BLOCK BLOCK 




Matrixx block diagram of the Parallel Systems 
limiter intl int2 
13.95 1 
s s 
Saturation YO= 0 YO= 0 





















sinl multl summer 













































































Pendulum test model 
Appendix J 
State Space Matricies 
and Final Constants 
129 
Bicycle State Variables 
e : Bicycle lean angle ( vertical bicycle, 8 = 0 ) 
e : Bicycle lean velocity 
eM: Steering motor angle (steering straight ahead, eM= 0) 
eM: Steering motor velocity 
p Pendulum lean angle ( pendulum straight down, p = 0 ) 
p : Pendulum lean velocity 
Important Control System Matrices 
A State dynamics of bicycle system, ( 6x6 ) 
B Control input matrix, ( 6x 1 ) 
C Observation matrix of system, ( 2x6 ) 
F Controller feedback gain matrix, ( l x6 ) 
K Error weight matrix, ( 6x2 ) 
Ruu : Riccitti weighting matrix for input, controller design, ( lxl ) 
Rxx : Riccitti weighting matrix for states, controller design, ( 6x6 ) 
Qxx : Riccitti state noise intensity matrix, observer design, ( 6x6 ) 
Qyy : Riccitti observation noise intensity matrix, observer, ( 2x2 ) 
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11 := 2.2 z :=.0717 
12 := .8 Wn := 8.366 
13 := .4571 
14 := 3.3 
Igainl - 2·z·Wn =-1.2 
-G 
Igain2 - = - 70.007 13 
y2 
Igain3 -- =66.294 13-14 
Igain4 12 = 1.75 
L3 
I gainS 2·z·Wn = 1.2 
A(6,1) - 1- --1- ·V·a=8.755 
L3·L4 Ll-14 
A(6,3) G - = 14.545 
11 
A(6,4) 2·z·Wn =1.2 
A( 6,5) - G =-70.007 
13 




a :=. 1667 
Bgainl ~ = 14.545 11 
Bgain2 v =-13.774 
-11·14 
A(4,1) V·a _,_ =-2.296 
- Ll·L4 
A(4,3) G - = 14.545 
Ll 
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Matrixx Simulation (using the electrolytic potentiometer) 
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Appendix L 
Bicycle Test Platform Results 
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Figure L- 1 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 2 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 3 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 4 
Th.is Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 5 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 6 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 7 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 8 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
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Figure L- 9 
This Test was conducted using the Electrolytic Potentiometer to sense the bicycle error 
angle. A software filter was used in an attempt to reduce the platform noise sent to the 
control system. 
Appendix M 
Bicycle Test Platform 
Main Program Listing 
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Bicycle Control Program 
Original Program Written By Bicycle Design Group 3 































and additional modifications. 
Load estimator and controller constants 
A( 1, 1) 
A( 1, 2) 
A( 1, 3) 
A( 1, 4) 
K( 1, 2) 
K( 1, 1 ) 
A( 2, 1) 
A( 2, 2) 
A( 2, 3) 
A( 2, 4) 
A( 2, 5) 
K( 2, 2) 
K( 2, 1 ) 
A( 3, 3) 
A( 3, 4) 
K( 3, 2) 
K( 3, 1) 
A( 4, 1) 
A( 4, 3) 
A( 4, 4) 
K( 4, 2) 
K( 4, 1 ) 
A( 5, 1) 
A( 5, 3) 
A( 5, 5) 
A( 5, 6) 
K( 5, 2) 
K( 5, 1) 
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3.23le-l A( 6, 1 ) 
1.7e-3 A( 6, 2) 
2.8974 A( 6, 3) 
1.231e-1 A( 6, 4) 
-5.022 A( 6, 5) 
8.66e-1 A( 6, 6) 
3 .20le-l K( 6, 2) 
-1.485e-1 K( 6, 1) 
-7.7883 F( 1, 1 ) 
-1.1133 F( 1, 2) 
5.71613e+ 1 F( 1, 3) 
1.33227e+ 1 F( 1, 4) 
l.Oe-2 B( 2, 1 ) 
4.0 Max. steering angle 
l.Oe-2 Sampling rate 
0.0 Offset 
mm 6000;1 Load initial values of variables 
0 Epsilon ( measurement ) in radians 









0 WRAP FLAG 
0 enor code 
40000 End of data buffer 
0 The taM 
0 ThetaMdot 
0 Theta 
0 The taM 
0 Rho 
0 Rho dot 

























lea .I 101 OO,al 








ThetaMdot( K + 1 ) 
Theta( K + 1) 
Thetadot( K + 1 ) 
Rho( K + 1) 
Rhodot( K + 1 ) 
ThetaMerror 
Epsilonerror 
e Motor voltage 
Steering Angle( K + 1 ) 
unused variables 
This section sets up the inte1n1pts. 
The interrupt rate is determined by the 
formula: rate = 1.23(MHz)/Timer* Scale 
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Timer is equal to the contents of $fff80025, 
ori.b #$1 O,$fff80015 
equal 


















cmpi .1 #0 ,$60 14 
beq $20100 
subq.l #1,$6014 











which is set equal to 3d(hex) and Scale is 
to the of $fff800 1 d, the Prescaler. If the 
Prescaler is equal to 2 the Scale is equal to 
10. 
Begin at next address. 
This subroutine addresses location 100006 
which turns off the motor. 
Trap # 15 returns control to the Bug 
operating system. 
{Routine A: executes at 2Khz} 
Subtract one from BNTl. 
If MOTCNT1 = 0 then go to 20100 to 
tum off motor. 
Else subtract one fonn MOTCNT1. 
IfDFLAGl = 1 then go to 20050 
( tum right ). 
Else (tum left). 
{when MOTCNTl > 0 and DFLAG = 0} 
(tum right) 
{when MOTCNT1 = 0} 


























move .I #1 ,$6008 
move.l #O,d3 
move.w ($1 OOOOO),d3 
{ always reached } 
IfBCNT1 > 0 then go to 20300 
Else let MOTCNT1 = MOTCNT 
let BCNT1 = BCNT 
let DFLAG = DFLAG 
If BEXE = 0 then go to 20250 
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Else the B routine has taken longer than the 
.01 second frame to execute. set error flag 
to #FA . Tum off the motor. 
Call Bug, stop execution of program. 
{ When BCNT1 = 0 and BEXEC = 0 } 
LetBPEND = 1 
Restore execution of the B routine 
{ When BCNT > 0 } 
If BEXE = 0 then goto 20400 
Else restore execution of the B routine. 
{ When BCNTI > 0 and BEXE = 0 } 
IfBPEND = 1 then goto 20500 
Else restore execution of the B routine. 
{ When BCNT1 > 0 and BEXEC = 0 and 
BPEND= 1} 
LetBPEND = 0 
LetBEXEC= 1 
Read the motor shaft encoder. 
Clear redgester d3. 
Read counter latches into redgester d3. 
The taM is calculated in radians. 
The taM = ( d3 * 2 * Pi ) I ( 5 00 ) · 
fmovecr #O,fpl 
frnove.w d3,fp0 
frnul.x fpO,fp 1 
fmul.s #2,fp 1 




fabs.x fp 1 ,fp3 
fsub.s $6074,fpl 
fdiv.s $50a8,fp 1 












fmovecr #O,fp 1 
frnove.w d4,fp0 






Put Pi into floating point redgester # 1. 
Move Count into floating point #0. 
Store the steering angle 
Send convert command to AID. 
Clear redgester d4. 
Initialize the AID converter. 
Calculate steering angle velocity. 
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This data is not directly used in this control 
system but is used in analysis. 
Velocity= ( X2- Xl) I dT 
Over steer motor stop routine. 
Compare steering angle to max. angle. 
Tum motor off if current angle has 
exceeded this maximum. 
Read the inclinometer ( AID ). 
Move data into redgester d4 
branch on minus to 20600 
If the value read from the AID is less than 
4000 then epsilon is positive, go to 20700. 
Else, convert the number to 2's complement 
and goto 20700. 
Convert the read data in redgester d4 to an 
angle in radians. 
Epsilon= ( d4 * Pi) I ( 180* inc. constant) 
Store Epsilon in 6000 
Calculate ThetaMerror 
fmove.s $6004,fp 1 
fmove.s $6034,fp2 
fsub.x fp2,fpl 














fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 




fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s $6040,fp2 
fmove.s $500c,fp3 
fin ul.x fp3 ,fp2 




fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s $6068,fp2 
fmove.s $5014,fp3 
fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fpl 
fmove.s fp 1 ,$604c 
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ThetaMerror = measured steering angle 
- calculated steering angle 
Store ThetaMerror in 6064 
Calculate Epsilonerror 
Epsilonerror = measured Epsilon 
- calculated Epsilon 
note: calculated Epsilon = Theta - Rho 
Store Epsilonerror in 6068 
Estimator Portion of program 
Calculate ThetaM( K + 1) 
Tllis is the estimated next state ( position ) 
of the motor angle. 
Store ThetaM ( K + 1 ) in 604c. 
bra 24000 
mm 24000;di 


















fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s $6064,fp2 
fmove.s $502c,fp3 
finul.x fp3 ,fp2 













Calculate ThetaMdot( K + 1 ) 
This is the estimated next state ( velocity ) 
of the motor angular velocity. 
Store ThetaMdot( K + 1) in 6050 










fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 










fmul.x fp3 ,fp 1 
fmove.s $603c,fp2 
fmove.s $5048,fp3 
fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
finove.s $6040,fp2 
fmove .s $504c,fp3 
fmul.x fp3,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s $6064,fp2 
finove.s $5050,fp3 
fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 




fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
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This is the estimated next state (position) 
of the bicycle lean angle. 
Store Theta( K + 1 ) in 6054 
Calculate Thetadot( K + 1 ) 
This is the estimated next state (velocity) 







fmove .s $603c,fp2 
fmove.s $505c,fp3 
fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 

























fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
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Store Thetadot( K + 1 ) in 6058 
Calculate Rho( K + 1 ) 
This is the estimated next state ( position ) 
of the inclinometer lean angle. 
Store Rho( K + 1 ) in 605C. 
Calculate Rhodot( K + 1 ) 
This is the estimated next state ( velovity) 




fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s $6040,fp2 
fmove.s $507c,fp3 
finul.x fp3 ,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s $6044,fp2 
fmove.s $5080,fp3 
fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
frnove.s $6048,fp2 
finove.s $5084,fp3 
fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove .s $6064,fp2 
fmove.s $5088,fp3 
fmul.x fp3Jp2 




fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s fp 1,$6060 
bra 29000 
mrn 29000;di 





fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 
fadd.x fp2,fp 1 
fmove.s $6054,fp2 
fmove.s $5098,fp3 
Store Rhodot( K + 1 ) in 6060. 
Controller protion of program 
This part of the program calculates the 
next voltage to send to the motor. 
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The estimated next states of the model are 
multiplied by their corresponding feed back 
gain to calculate the motor voltage. 
Calculated voltages larger than rated voltage 
( +40 to -40 volts) are clipped at 31000. 
fmul.x fp3 ,fp2 




















move.l #1 ,$6020 
bra $29200 
mm 29200;di 










Store the motor voltage in 606C. 
This block of code moves the next bicycle 
state just calculated into the present state. 
When B routine is called on the next 
iteration these values will be used to 
calculate the next state. 
Motor voltage is still in fp 1. 
( e =motor voltage) 
If e > 1 then goto 29100. 
Else take the absolute value of e and 
set DFLAG = 1 (left). 
goto 29200 
{When e > 0} 
set DFLAG = 0 (right). 
goto 29200 
Ovenun error checking 
If an overrun occurs goto 29400 and 
turn the motor off. 
If I e I < then goto 29400 and do not tum 
the motor on next iteration. 
If I e I > then goto 29300 and turn the motor 
on 1 OOo/o for the next iteration. 
fdiv.s #40,fp1 
fmove.l $60 18,fp2 
fsub.l #1,fp2 
























fmove.s $606c,fp 1 





Else calculate MOTCNT 
MOTCNT = (lei /40)*( BCNT- 1 ) + 1 
This is the number of iterations of the A 
routine will leave the motor on during the 
next iteration of the B routine. 
{ When I e I > 40 } 
Set MOTCNT = BCNT 
( leave the motor on all the time during the 
next . 0 1 second ) 
{ When I e I < 2 } 
Set MOTCNT = 0 
( Do not tum the motor on during the next 
.01 second) 
( 
This is the variable storage routine. 
Set the AI redgester to the next RAM 
address (this stmis at $40000 ). 
Store Epsilon (auto. increment address) 
Store Steering counter 
Store ThetaM( K + 1) 
Store ThetaMdot( K + 1 ) 
Store Theta( K + 1 ) 
Store Thetadot( K + 1 ) 
Store Rho( K + 1 ) 
Store Rhodot( K + 1 ) 
Store motor voltage 
Store steering velocity 
If e > 40 then goto 31100 














1nove.l #-1 ,d5 






move.l #0 ,$6008 
rte 
Else goto 31400 
{ When e > 40 } Motor voltage clip 
Let e = 40 volts 
{ When e < -40 } Motor voltage clip 
Let e =- 40 volts 
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If the al redgester has reached the end of 
memory, reset $6030 to 40000 and begin 
storing new data over old data and set 
wrap flag ( 6028 ). 
Set BEXE = 0 because the B routine is done. 
Load next storage address into 6030. 
Appendix N 
Overall System Block Diagram 
and Main Interface Hardware 
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Count Data form UB Dl QJ 
D2 Q2 
D3 Q3 Low Data Byte 
Count Data form U9 D4 Q4 to Data Bus 
D5 Q5 
D6 Q6 





Count Data form UJO Dl 
QJ 
D2 Q2 
D3 Q3 High Data Byte 
D4 Q4 to Data Bus 
Count Data form Ull D5 Q5 
D6 Q6 
Count Dataform Ul2 D 7 Q7 
oc 
G UJ4 
Latch Detail from Counter 
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